
Svedex Charmant, model CM04
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The mother 
of all vases.

Roderick Vos’ MaMa vase has 

become a classic style icon. The 

designer started with an archetypical 

form and went on to clone it, creating 

a vase that was recomposed of its 

various parts. This vase is available 

in several finishes. 

>>  www.roderickvos.com

Aesthetic 
elegance.

Armchair Ro by Jamie Hayon for Fritz 

Hansen, with classic lines. A comfortable 

chair for luxurious relaxation. The result 

of great craftsmanship. The almost 

sculptured design is as elegant as it is 

functional. 

>>  www.fritzhansen.com

The ELEGANT style group 

includes four ranges that 

combine love for the original 

with contemporary quality  

of life: Classic, Cottage, 

Character and Charmant. 

These door ranges stand for 

the values of those who 

always want to follow the 

latest trends. And thanks to 

their special surface, they are 

very easy to maintain as well.

Combine to your 
heart’s content!

Classic interior accents need 

harmonious counterparts. Our 

ELEGANT style group, with its Classic, 

Cottage, Character doors ranges, and 

the new Charmant range, helps you to 

find the right, stylish balance. You will be 

surprised by the result.

Classic, Cottage, Character and Charmant
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Classic 
Classic and stylish.

Cottage 
Rural modernity.

Character 
Stylish and timeless. 

Charmant 
Full of charm.

Svedex Character, model CA02
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Superlak®:  
worth investing in.

The robust nature of Svedex Superlak® 

provides our doors with the durable 

surfaces that will last for many years to 

come. And besides that, maintenance is 

very easy.

Any arrangement is 
possible.

Join in on the hunt. In the following deco 

department, you will find accessories to provide 

more distinction to the character of your door.

Perhaps a basket for your magazines or rustic 

glass jar candles?

CA11

The glazing bars in the ELEGANT doors will allow daylight to shine through 

and create a unique atmosphere in your home. You can choose from 

various types of glass.

Types of glass for the ELEGANT style doors.

Plain glass Clear grey/bronze glass Satin glass

TIP

Urban Jungle.

The use of a lot of indoor plants, different shades of green and striking wall paper: 

this is the urban jungle trend. This botanical wall paper of the Eijffinger Geonature 

collection complements this trend and is a great asset to every room.

>>  www.eijffinger.com
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New variations:  
Cottage.

The Cottage doors range, with its new, 

classy models, proves that the country 

house style can tread on modern ground 

as well. 

CT20 CT40
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